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Heavy Storage Tool Cabinet Sets 

CYJY develops and manufactures heavy storage tool cabinet sets and is headquartered 

in Qingdao, China. Professional technical support, attentive service and direct factory 

supply are our advantages.Flexible layered design of heavy storage tool cabinet sets 

increases storage space.This is a cabinet designed with high quality steel, with excellent 

load-bearing capacity and durability.The design is very practical and gives customers a 

good experience. 

 

Heavy Storage Tool Cabinet Sets 

CYJY is a Chinese factory specializing in the 

production of heavy storage tool cabinet sets.Our 

products are exported to many countries such as 

Europe, America, Japan and South Korea, and have 

accumulated a lot of export experience.We can 

guarantee the product quality and have a complete 

after-sales support system.If you are interested in 

our products, please contact us. 
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Heavy storage tool cabinet sets use a rugged structural design and special finish for 

complex work environments such as factory garages. 

The tool cabinet can be customized according to customer requirements to fully meet 

customer needs. 

Drawer single slide 60-80 kg, double slide 120-160 kg. 

Product color: Black, blue, red, gray, orange. Our company also supports custom colors. 
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Support custom colors 

 
 

Product Details 

Function Storage for tools or garage use 

Style Heavy Duty Metal Storage Tool Cabinets / Garage Tool Box Cabinet 

Material High Quality Cold roller steel 

Color Red/Blue/Black/Customize 

Handle Aluminum /Steel handles 

Surface Electrostatic powder coating 
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Lock Central lock 

Regular size 216*25.6*70.86" /customized 

Thickness 1.0 mm as regular. 0.8~1.5 mm optional 

Certificate ISO9001 

 

 

product application 

Heavy storage tool cabinet sets are mainly used for the storage and transportation of all 

kinds of hand tools and accessories and as a workbench for various operations, while 

optimizing the tool storage environment, it can play a role in improving the assembly and 

maintenance efficiency, and is widely used in manufacturing, construction, processing 

industry, auto repair industry and household daily use. 

 

FAQ 

Q:What are the advantages of your product? 

A:Heavy storage tool cabinet sets use advanced cold-rolled steel technology and have 

excellent load-bearing capacity. 

 

Q:Can I negotiate the Prices? 

A: Yes, we can negotiate the price. Looking for a win-win price. 

 

Q:Can I make a custom stainless steel cabinet? 

A:Yes, we can customize it according to the color, size and style you want. 

 

Q:Can I ask a sample firstly for test purpose? 
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A:Of course, we can provide. 

 

Q:Do you have products in stock? 

A:Sorry, we do not always reserve stock. If there is any stock, we will inform you with 

details in the reply of your inquiry. 

 

 

 


